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12th January 2010

The Review Officer (Cheshire West and Chester),
The Boundary Committee for England,
Trevelyan House,
Great Peter street,
London.
SW1P 2HW

For the attention of Jessica Metheringham, Review OflBcer

Unitary Authority Electoral Review of Cheshire West & Chester.
Draft Recommendations

Dear Jessica

The proposed Ward incorporating the Village of Acton Bridge in the Boundary Committee proposal
document has caused dismay and alarm with the residents of Acton Bridge. There has been no support
for the proposal at all and is totally contrary to the wishes of the residents.

You may not be aware that in July last, prior to the submissions to the Boundary Committee and the
Acton Bridge letter to you on the subject, that there had been meetings held of representatives of
Weaverham P C, Cuddington P C, Weaverham Trust and Acton Bridge PC to discuss potential wards
and in particular a proposal for a Weaverham, Cuddington Acton Bridge Ward. This proposals was
taken back to the Acton Bridge Parish Council for consideration. The conclusion was that Acton
Bridge PC rejected the proposal and expressed their view that they wished to retain the connection and
close links with their neighbouring villages. This view was conveyed to the other parties. The
understanding therefore was that the matter was closed and in our letter to you in July we contented
ourselves with expressing our wish to retain the structure of the Weaver Ward and our rural ties.
It has thus come as a shock to discover that the Weaverham / Cuddington plan, put forward against our
wishes, has been included by the Boundary Committee in their proposals.

A major concern of Acton Bridge residents is that the Village is just being used as a 'make-weight" in
the Weaverham / Cuddington plan to give them the required target numbers for a three member ward.
It was and is our view, that should a ward as they have proposed come to be, that the Acton Bridge
input would count for nothing. This has surely already been shown to be the case by their action.

On Monday 11th January inst, the Parish Council arranged an Open Meeting to discuss with residents
two proposals, the existing Weaver Ward (as included in the latest CW&C submission) and the
Weaverham / Cuddington plan,. The meeting unanimously supported the existing Weaver Ward
arrangement. Stress was placed upon our Village identity, the common rural environment with the
other Villages in the Ward and the support that we could each give to each other in a common approach
to rural problems. These links that have been long established through the rural interfaces that such
communities enjoy.


